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Status
 Open
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Another calendar problem (this time CSS)
Version
18.x
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Resolution status
New
Submitted by
hman
Lastmod by
hman
Rating
                              (0) 
Description
I wonder why I haven't seen this before. But now I see a CSS problem with the already bug-ridden calendar
feature:
When you click on an event, to view it, on my site the classic 3-container layout produces an obscure error: The
right module zone "jumps" to below (!) the center, the content zone...
It is kind of similar to the complete breakup of the layout when I test-migrate the test instance of the site to
21.x, but with one signiﬁcant diﬀerence: When the layout breaks down upon upgrade to 21.x, the right
modulezone is on the left, in between the left module zone (which remains left) and the center content zone.
And on upgrade, the entire layout shows this behaviour, on every page of the Tiki.
HERE this happens ONLY when viewing a speciﬁc calendar event. It does not happen anywhere else in Tiki. It
also does not happen when viewing the calendar as a whole, only when viewing an event...
So this is obviously a CSS issue. This is with a customized version of Geo, written by Gary. I have to try if it also
happens on non-customized, original Geo.
Thanks
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Importance
6
Easy to solve?
4
Priority
24
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

This bug has been demonstrated on show2.tikiwiki.org
SVN update
Ticket ID
7951
Created
Saturday 27 November, 2021 14:27:54 GMT-0000
by hman
LastModif
Saturday 27 November, 2021 14:29:54 GMT-0000

Comments

hman 27 Nov 21 15:45 GMT-0000
Happens with unmodiﬁed Geo as well...

Gary Cunningham-Lee 27 Nov 21 15:48 GMT-0000
What do you mean by "unmodiﬁed Geo"? Do you mean a version that's
made for Tiki 18? Can you try with another theme, such as the Default
theme? Thanks.

hman 27 Nov 21 16:54 GMT-0000
Yes, I tried you original version.

hman 27 Nov 21 16:58 GMT-0000
Happens with built-in Amelia as well...
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Gary Cunningham-Lee
27 Nov 21 17:12 GMT-0000
Well then, it's not a CSS issue, or
anyway not theme-speciﬁc. Does it
happen with every event?
It seems to me that if this were a
bug in Tiki's code, certainly it would
have been noticed long ago. We use
Calendar events at tiki.org, for
example, and didn't see this while
the site was running on Tiki 18, not
did we receive any reports from
other users of Tiki 18 that I'm aware
of, so I'm wondering if there's
something unusual in the event
description, or is it plain text.

hman 27 Nov 21 17:59
GMT-0000
Plain text... But the calendar
feature is so ﬁlled with bugs.
See below. I cannot create
ANY test event in the show
instance. WSOD, even when I
try to create a single event
(no recurrence rule
whatsoever). White screen of
death every time. Calendar is
dysfunctional altogether.

hman 27 Nov 21 17:28 GMT-0000
Created show instance. Switched it to classic 3 container. Created calendar. Upon
creating a weekly test event: WSOD... Repeated creation of test event (weekly, every
Saturday, 4 occurences, all-day event), WSOD again. I'm going nuts over this #*§&/*§&ß
(paste your favorite curse here
) calendar...
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hman 27 Nov 21 18:30 GMT-0000
Server check on the show instance. Some observations:
character_set_database utf8 unsure On a fresh install everything should be set to
utf8mb4 to avoid unexpected results.
...this maybe due to the way show instances are created...
collation_database utf8_unicode_ci unsure On a fresh install everything should be set to
utf8mb4 to avoid unexpected results.
...see above...
session empty unsure The session is empty. Try reloading the page and, if this message
is displayed again, there may be a problem with the server setup.
exec Enabled risky Exec can potentially be used to execute arbitrary code on the server.
Tiki does not need it; perhaps it should be disabled.
passthru Enabled risky Passthru is similar to exec. Tiki does not need it; perhaps it should
be disabled. However, the Composer package manager used for installations in
Subversion checkouts may need it.
PHP version 7.4.22 good This version of PHP is recent. Tiki 18.x LTS might work with this
version of PHP.
That is incorrect! Tiki 18.8 won't run on PHP 7.4, there are problems with trackers (see
my bug report on that which some of you think is invalid. Now you fall over your own feet
with this...). And: PHP 7.4 is not recent, 8 is... 7.4. is still suported (until end of 2022), but
it's not recent. Running 18.8. on PHP 7.4 will result in Fatal error: Uncaught Error: Cannot
pass parameter 2 by reference in tiki-view_tracker.php:529 Stack trace: #0 {main}
thrown in tiki-view_tracker.php on line 529

Gary Cunningham-Lee 27 Nov 21 19:01 GMT-0000
Heh, I installed Tiki 18 locally to test this but the installer couldn't
connect to the database — the PHP here is also 7.4 :-| .

hman 27 Nov 21 20:00 GMT-0000
My installation runs on 7.2 now, but that costs me 8,90
Euro per month extra...
The show instance throws other errors, too:
NOTICE (E_NOTICE): Trying to access array oﬀset on
value of type null
At line 117 in lib/wiki/wikilib.php
NOTICE (E_NOTICE): Undeﬁned index: fullscreen
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At line 61 in temp/templates_c/en_classic
0536d6c3588d3007fb95720a5f421a2929ebe45b_0.
ﬁle.layout_view.tpl.php
NOTICE (E_NOTICE): Undeﬁned index: fullscreen
At line 67 in temp/templates_c/en_classic
0536d6c3588d3007fb95720a5f421a2929ebe45b_0.ﬁle.la
yout_view.tpl.php
NOTICE (E_NOTICE): Undeﬁned index: fullscreen
At line 80 in temp/templates_c/en_classic
0536d6c3588d3007fb95720a5f421a2929ebe45b_0.
ﬁle.layout_view.tpl.php
NOTICE (E_NOTICE): Undeﬁned index: fullscreen
At line 273 in temp/templates_c/en_classic
0536d6c3588d3007fb95720a5f421a2929ebe45b_0.ﬁle.la
yout_view.tpl.php
NOTICE (E_NOTICE): Undeﬁned index: fullscreen
At line 279 in
temp/templates_c/en_classic^0536d6c3588d3007fb9572
0a5f421a2929ebe45b_0.ﬁle.layout_view.tpl.php

hman 27 Nov 21 21:07 GMT-0000
I made another test. The show instance's calendar isn't working, so I used mine. I found a
dependancy of the bug to the content of the event. But it's NOT whether it is plain text or
not: The bug only shows on events that span an entire day!
If an event has a beginning and an end, the bug doesn't show... If "all day" checkbox is
checked, the layout is broken...
In both cases, tiki-calendar_edit_item.php?viewcalitemId=NN is called, just with a
diﬀerent 'NN'.

hman 28 Nov 21 10:06 GMT-0000
While looking for a possible cause of this, I discovered that something
else is wrong: The left module zone is there (the space looks reserved,
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and the separation border line is there, but the left module zone is
completely empty.... Top zone is there, bottom and page buttom also,
but no left zone content (in my case, this would be the Tiki menu).
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